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Abstract
The effects of oral treatment of rats with streptozotocin-induced diabetes with a range of
vanadium dipicolinate complexes (Vdipic) and derivatives are reviewed. Structure-reactivity
relationships are explored aiming to correlate properties such as stability, to their insulin-
enhancing effects. Three types of modifications are investigated; first, substitutions on the
aromatic ring, second, coordination of a hydroxylamido group to the vanadium, and third, changes
in the oxidation state of the vanadium ion. These studies allowed us to address the importance of
coordination chemistry, and redox chemistry, as modes of action. Dipicolinate was originally
chosen as a ligand because the dipicolinatooxovanadium(V) complex (V5dipic), is a potent
inhibitor of phosphatases. The effect of vanadium oxidation state (3, 4 or 5), on the insulin-
enhancing properties was studied in both the Vdipic and VdipicCl series. Effects on blood
glucose, body weight, serum lipids, alkaline phosphatase and aspartate transaminase were
selectively monitored. Statistically distinct differences in activity were found, however, the trends
observed were not the same in the Vdipic and VdipicCl series. Interperitoneal administration of
the Vdipic series was used to compare the effect of administration mode. Correlations were
observed for blood vanadium and plasma glucose levels after V5dipic treatment, but not after
treatment with corresponding V4dipic and V3dipic complexes. Modifications of the aromatic ring
structure with chloride, amine or hydroxyl groups had limited effects. Global gene expression was
measured using Affymetrix oligonucleotide chips. All diabetic animals treated with hydroxyl
substituted V5dipic (V5dipicOH) and some diabetic rats treated with vanadyl sulfate had
normalized hyperlipidemia yet uncontrolled hyperglycemia and showed abnormal gene expression
patterns. In contrast to the normal gene expression profiles previously reported for some diabetic
rats treated with vanadyl sulfate, where both hyperlipidemia and hyperglycemia were normalized.
Modification of the metal, changing the coordination chemistry to form a hydroxylamine ternary
complex, had the most influence on the anti-diabetic action. Vanadium absorption into serum was
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determined by atomic absorption spectroscopy for selected vanadium complexes. Only diabetic
rats treated with the ternary V5dipicOH hydroxylamine complex showed statistically significant
increases in accumulation of vanadium into serum compared to diabetic rats treated with vanadyl
sulfate. The chemistry and physical properties of the Vdipic complexes correlated with their anti-
diabetic properties. Here, we propose that compound stability and ability to interact with cellular
redox reactions are key components for the insulin-enhancing activity of vanadium compounds.
Specifically, we found that the most overall effective anti-diabetic Vdipic compounds were
obtained when the compound administered had an increased coordination number in the vanadium
complex.

Keywords
Vanadium; dipicolinic acid; dipicolinate; dipicolinatooxovanadium(V); diabetes; streptozotocin;
redox; coordination number; cellular oxidation of vanadium; gene expression; signal transduction

1.0 Introduction
1.1 Insulin-enhancing effects of V in rats with STZ-induced diabetes

The modern era of studying the anti-diabetic properties of vanadium (abbreviated here as V)
was initiated in 1985 by John McNeill, who monitored the cardiac function of rats with
streptozotocin (STZ)-induced diabetes after treatment with vanadyl sulfate [1]. Previously
insulin-like effects of V salts in cell systems such as adipocytes had been reported [2]. The
STZ diabetic rat model is widely used to study the in vivo effects of vanadium (abbreviated
here as V) compounds. STZ-induced diabetes is considered a type 1 diabetic model since it
arises from destruction of some, but not all, of the insulin-producing pancreatic β cells [3].
Rats with STZ-induced diabetes are not dependent upon insulin, and can survive for many
months, even years, without any treatment. Interestingly many of the anti-diabetes effects of
V treatment have been reported to last at least 3 months after the treatment has stopped [4].
In the Biobreeding (BB) rat, an inbred rat strain that spontaneously develops type 1 diabetes,
treatment with V lowers the amount of insulin needed for treatment, although it cannot
completely substitute for insulin [5]. In a similar way, serum insulin levels lower after
administration of V-containing compounds to normal rats. Therefore, the anti-diabetic effect
of V compounds on STZ-diabetic rats, is believed to be that of an ‘insulin-enhancer’ [6].

The effects of treatment with a wide variety of V compounds, including simple salts, have
been studied in rats with STZ-induced diabetes. McNeill, Orvig and coworkers have
extensively studied the effects of many V complexes, focusing on BMOV and its derivatives
[7, 8]. These studies are of particular interest because BEOV, a close derivative, was
selected for phase 1 and 2 clinical trials [7-9]. This selection was put forth once clinical
studies using V-containing simple salts suggested the potential for success for using V in the
treatment of diabetes[10-13]. The Sakurai group has also reported on a number of V
picolinate complexes [14] and many other V(4)-containing complexes in multiple animal
systems, including the STZ-diabetic rat [15]. Studies in the STZ-induced diabetic rat have
been done using the dipicolinate series of V complexes by the Willsky and Ding groups
[16-23]. The dipicolinate ligand is a tridentate ligand, and thus, different than the bidentate
ligands (picolinate and maltol) listed above. This series distinguishes itself from other V-
containing systems because the most effective compounds have the vanadium in oxidation
state 5. In contrast, the other V compounds are generally most effective with the V in
oxidation state 4. This fundamental difference suggests that studies on compounds within
this class could be informative when the focus is compound optimization. This review
focuses on work by Willsky, Crans, Ding and their collaborators investigating the effects of
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Vdipic complexes in rats with STZ-induced diabetes. The reader is referred elsewhere for
animal studies using other V compounds [9, 14, 24-27]

The STZ-induced diabetic outbred Wistar rat was chosen as the diabetic animal model by
Willsky and collaborators due to its prevalent use in studies with V as described above. In
the outbred Wistar rat model of STZ induced diabetes, there is variability in the response of
the animals with respect to blood glucose (BG) [6, 18]. The use of the Wistar outbred rat
model, in part, accounts for the large deviations seen in the error bars for determination of
blood and serum parameters in these experiments. In an effort to get a more uniform
response, the Willsky lab has tried to study STZ-induced diabetes in various inbred rat
models without finding a response to V to equal that of the outbred Wistar Rat. In addition
to the published results with the inbred Wistar Kyoto and Wistar Furth strains [18], we have
also looked at the Dahl, ACI, PVG, Buffalo, Lewis, Brown Norway, and F344 inbred rat
strains (Willsky unpublished results).

The exact mechanism of the insulin-enhancing activity exerted by V compounds is not
completely understood. These compounds are coordination complexes, and are inherently
susceptible to hydrolysis (that is loss of metal also described as demetalation), such that the
specific active species remains unclear. Administration of these V complexes is likely to
result in loss of ligand, and extensive work has been carried out aimed at determining the
active species [17, 19, 28-36]. Studies using BMOV and BEOV demonstrate that upon
administration of the complex, the maltol ligand separates from the metal ion, and transport
proteins such as transferrin are likely to play key roles in the distribution of vanadium
intracellularly [8, 31, 36-40]. Due to transmetalation reactions and cellular
compartmentation it is likely that other ligands in addition to transferrin are involved in the
biological effects of V compounds. Transmetalation reactions are commonly seen with
coordinated metal complexes where the tightly bound metal is transferred to other ligands,
for example, as documented for Gadolinium chelates[41] Some studies have been performed
using other vanadium complexes, such as in vivo observation of vanadium in the blood of an
animal that had received the vanadium picolinate complex [24, 29, 42]. In summary, all
these studies document that at some point, the vanadium complex decomposes after
administration and that other complexes can form with cellular components.

Various mechanisms of action have been implicated in the anti-diabetic effects of V [7, 8,
12, 43]. The most widely accepted mode of action for V compounds thus far is attributed to
the inhibition of protein tyrosine phosphatases [44-48]. Some V compounds are reversible
inhibitors, whereas others are irreversible by modifying the protein through redox processes
[46]. Our group has proposed that interactions of V complexes with cellular oxidation-
reduction processes is important in the anti-diabetic effects of V compounds [19]. V causes
increases in ROS and RNS via multiple mechanisms [49, 50]. Systematic studies such as
those reviewed here are therefore important, allowing for evaluation of the observed effects
when altering coordination geometry, ligand and oxidation state of the vanadium.

1.2 V dipicolinate complexes: Rationale for use and introduction of complexes reviewed
The insulin-enhancing effects of V were examined using a range of different dipicolinate
complexes. In these studies alterations to the coordination chemistry around the V, the
ligand, and the oxidation state were made. The common feature in this work was to maintain
the dipic ligand coordinated to the V. These studies have investigated V compounds with
diverse chemical properties, oxidation state, stability, redox potential, and lipophilicity. The
dipicolinate ligand was originally chosen because Vdipic complexes are potent inhibitors of
phosphatases [51]. At that time, this was considered the primary mode of action for the anti-
diabetic effects observed with these compounds. Furthermore, the chemistry of the V(5)
complex was not well characterized [16, 52, 53]. Several Vdipic complexes have been
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reported, including the V(5) complex with one dipic ligand. Vdipic also forms with V(4)
however, two complexes can be present in solution; one that possesses a single dipic ligand
and another that contains two [19, 54-56]. The crystalline material that has been structurally
characterized and used for most studies is the 1:1 complex. Only trace amounts of the 1:2
complex forms under physiological conditions. As a result, it is not necessary to consider the
1:2 complex for use in biological studies. The V(3) complex, on the other hand, forms
mainly a complex that has two dipic ligands coordinated to the V [19, 54-56].

The dipic ligand is a potent metal chelator, but structural modification changes the
effectiveness of the chelator, as evidenced from studies with different dipicolinate ligands
[23, 52, 55, 57, 58]. In particular, the dipic ligand forms ternary complexes. Ternary
complexes significantly change the electronic properties of the V complex [59, 60]. In
addition, it is a natural metabolite in humans, making it a very promising system for the
study of the anti-diabetic effects.

The chemistry of V-picolinate derivatives and their insulin-enhancing effects in cells and
animals had been described[61-63]. Sakurai and colleagues have studied ‘insulin-like’
effects in V complexes by extensive structure-function experiments [14] in part employing a
cell model in which the release of free fatty acids (FFA) from adipocytes is monitored and
also utilizing real time monitoring of V in the blood of living rats [62].

Redox properties of these V dipic complexes are irreversible in aqueous media [64] and
(Crans et al unpublished). Recently, studies using the parent complex have demonstrated,
that this class of compounds are readily dissolved in interfaces [65, 66]. Additionally it has
been found that the dipic ligand itself follows this trend, which may be important to the
action of these compounds[67].

The V dipic and dipicCl complexes and ligands used in the studies that are reviewed here
are shown in Figure 1. V5dipic is the parent complex, and was one of the most effective
compounds examined [16, 19]. The aromatic moiety of the dipic ligand was perturbed and
resulted in studies with dipicOH [58], dipicCl [21, 22], and dipicNH2 [20]. The coordination
chemistry of V was perturbed by addition of a hydroxylamine (HA) group to the metal. This
modification with the dipicolinate derivatives was studied [20, 59, 60] and some of these
compounds were selected for testing in animals. Specifically the complexes used were
V5dipic(MeHA) and V5dipicOH(HA). The chemistry and pharmacology of a range of V
compounds including Vdipic complexes have been described in recent books [68, 69].

The animal work reviewed here was conducted by G. R. Willsky and W. Ding in separate,
parallel, repeated experimental studies, in collaboration with D. C. Crans and J.H. McNeill
[17-19, 32, 53, 70]. In addition, previously unpublished results are included from the
Willsky laboratory involving the anti-diabetic effects of treatment with the V5dipicOH
complex with hydroxylamine modifications and the effects of treatment with V5dipicOH on
global gene expression. These studies were carried out as part of a larger study and were
presented at the V7 Conference in Toyama Japan in October of 2010.

1.3 Effects of ligands and V5dipic on diabetic hyperglycemia, diabetic hyperlipidemia, and
toxicity

The effect of treatment with V5dipic on BG in rats with STZ-induced diabetes has been
previously reported [19] and is shown in Fig. 2. These results are compared with the effect
of treatment with the simple salt VS, and treatment with the dipic and dipicOH ligands [18,
19, 32]. Lowering of BG upon V5dipic treatment yielded similar effects when compared to
treatment with VS. Administration of the ligands (dipic and dipicOH) to diabetic rats did not
cause a statistically significant difference in BG levels when compared to untreated diabetic
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animals. Lower BG levels were seen after treatment with dipic, while dipicOH treatment
showed a tendency to raise BG. Treatment with another ligand, dipicCl, also raised BG
levels (Fig 5).

The effects of treatment with ligands and Vdipic complexes on diabetic hyperlipidemia was
previously reported by Willsky [19, 58, 71] and results are shown in Table 1. Treatment
with dipic did not significantly lower serum lipid levels in diabetic animals, while treatment
with dipicOH lowered diabetic hyperlipidemia. Note, treatment with the specific ligand
showing a tendency to lower diabetic hyperglcemia did not lower diabetic hyperlidemia, and
vice versa. Administration of both the parent Vdipic complex (V5dipic) or simple salt (VS)
significantly lowered diabetic hyperlipidemia. In another study, administration of another
modified verison of the dipic ligand, dipicCl, [21, 22] statistically lowered serum cholesterol
(chol) with no effect on serum triglyceride TG (see below).

The toxicity of the ligands on the diabetic animals has been examined using weight loss,
need for rehydration, elevated serum parameters such as alkaline phosphatase (ALP) and
aspartate animotransferase (AST) that are signs of liver dysfunction, and survival in various
studies [21, 22]. Animals treated with the ligand alone did not show any significant
differences in the parameters observed in the diabetic animals. Treatment with most of the
Vdipic complexes reported in these studies show some toxic effects while monitoring the
parameters, and a few deaths did occur in a limited number of groups.

2.0 Effect of oxidation state modification of Vdipic and VdipicCl complexes
on insulin-enhancing activity
2.1 Effects of oxidation state modification of Vdipic on diabetic hyperglycemia,
hyperlipidemia and absorption into serum

Treatment of the diabetic rats with Vdipic complexes in the 3, 4 or 5 oxidation states
lowered BG significantly after day 3[19] and results are shown in Fig. 3. The BG lowering
effect of administration of the Vdipic complexes may be additive with the non-statistically
significant trend of treatment with dipic alone to lower BG (Fig. 2). Of the V dipic
complexes, only treatment with the V5dipic complex lowered BG significantly compared to
treatment with the dipic ligand alone by ANOVA analysis. These results show that there are
oxidation state differences in the effect of treatment with Vdipic complexes in rats with
STZ-induced diabetes.

The effects of varying the oxidation state on diabetic hyperlipidemia of the Vdipic
complexes are seen in Table 1[32]. Treatment with V3dipic, V4dipic, or V5dipic
significantly lowered elevated TG, chol and FFA in the diabetic animals. Interestingly, the
serum lipid levels for most of the treated diabetic rats were not statistically different from
lipid levels observed in normal animals.

The effect of oxidation state on V absorption into serum was examined by comparing the
dose ingested to the amount of V found in serum by atomic absorption Table 2 [19]. In this
analysis, only the animals treated with V4dipic showed a correlation of dose ingested to
serum V using Spearman correlation analysis. Although the animals treated with VS and
V3dipic showed Spearman correlation values close to significance p=(0.055 and 0.058
respectively), the relationship of serum V to dose ingested for animals taking V5dipic was
clearly not correlated (p=0.20). Since the V complexes were present in the drinking water
and all animals did not drink the same amount of V, the results for the amount of V in the
serum was normalized to the dose ingested. Diabetic animals dosed with VS or V3dipic had
significantly lowered ratios for serum V to average dose ingested compared to that see in the
normal animal dosed with VS. Treatment of diabetic rats with VS, one of the well studied
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anti-diabetic V compounds, resulted in significantly less V per dose ingested to be found in
serum compared to that seen in Normal animals treated with VS. This is another example of
the differences in metabolism and response to V of normal and diabetic animals.

2.2 Effects of mode of administration on the anti-diabetic effect of V3dipic, V4dipic, and
V5dipic

When complexes are chronically administered orally they experience changing
environments and pH before they enter the cells of the gastrointestinal tract and are
distributed into serum and tissues. The effects of passage through the gastrointestinal system
can be avoided if the therapeutic agent is administered either into the peritoneal cavity or
intravenously. The effects of intraperitoneal administration of a single dose of V3dipic,
V4dipic, or V5dipic was examined in the McNeill laboratory (Fig 4) [32]. To differentiate
this type of treatment from chronically administration in the drinking water; we are calling
the one time ip injection mode of administration acute treatment. The oxidation state of the
Vdipic complexes showed differential effects in this system with respect to lowering of
diabetic hyperglycemia. In these acute treatment experiments, treatment with V3dipic and
V5dipic maintained lowered diabetic hyperglycemia for 48 hours, while treatment with
V4dipic showed only a transient 12 hour ability to slightly lower blood glucose (Fig. 4a).

The amount of V in the blood was determined as a function of time in an acute
administration experiment (Fig 4b). The concentration of V in blood over time was modeled
using a one- or two-compartment model using the data shown in Fig 4b. Data gathered for
V4dipic, V5dipic and the control, BMOV, fit a two-compartment model. Data obtained after
treatment with V3dipic fit to a one-compartment model. Correlations between blood V and
plasma glucose levels were also obtained in this experiment [32]. A significant correlation
(0.777 R2) was only seen for animals given V5dipic. However, both V3dipic and V5dipic
were equally effective at lowering BG. The results reported here demonstrate that although
different, there are oxidation state differences in the ability to lower diabetic hyperglycemia
when the V3dipic, V4dipic or V5dipic complexes are administered either orally or
intraperitoneally. These results would imply that there are significant changes to the V
complex while it passes through the gastro-intestinal tract affecting anti-diabetic efficacy.

2.3 Effects of oxidation state modification of VdipicCl complexes on diabetic
hyperglycemia, hyperlipidemia, and serum metabolites

The effect of oxidation state in the Vdipic series was additionally examined using the
dipicCl ligand. In this form of the ligand, the chlorine changes the electron density in the
dipic ring. The dipicCl ligand alone showed a non-statistically significant trend to further
raise diabetic hyperglycemia in rats[21, 22] is shown in Figure 5. Treatment with DipicCl
did statistically significantly lower serum TG, but not serum cholesterol (Table 3), and did
significantly lower the pathologically raised diabetic serum AST and ALP.

Treatment with the V3dipicCl, V4dipicCl or V5dipicCl complexes did show oxidation state
differences. Administration of any of these three complexes caused lowered diabetic
hyperglycemia by day 8. However, at day 5, significantly lowered BG was only seen after
treatment with V5dipiCl (Fig 5). Treatment with all three complexes lowered the elevated
chol levels in the diabetic rats,while treatment with only V4dipicCl or V5dipicCl lowered
the elevated TG levels (Table 3). Additionally, treatment with V4dipicCl or V5dipicCl
significantly lowered AST from elevated diabetic levels in the animals. Treatment with all
VdipicCl complexes lowered the elevated serum ALP. The oxidation state differences
observed in the treatment of diabetic rats with the dipicCl series was different from those
observed in treatment with the dipic series.
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3. Insulin-enhancing effects of V5dipic with OH modification of ligand and
amine coordination at the metal
3.1 Effects on diabetic hyperglycemia, diabetic hyperlipidemia and absorption into serum
when the V5dipic complex is modified with OH and hydroxylamine is coordinated to the V

The aromatic ring of the V5dipic complex was first substituted with hydroxyl group in the
para position altering the electronic properties of the complex. The effect of changing the
coordination geometry around the V atom was done using the V5dipicOH complex, which
was the first V5dipic complex for which the details of the insulin-enhancing effects of the
V5dipicOH complex were reported [18]. The coordination number of the V5dipic complex
was increased to 7 by the addition of a dimethyl hydroxylamido group to the V complex
[V5dipic(MeHA)]. The effects of coordinating the hydroxylamine to both parent complexes
V5dipic and V5dipicOH has been described in detail [58].

The effect of administration of these hydroxylamine complexes on BG in Wistar rats with
STZ-induced diabetes is shown in Fig. 6 (unpublished). The coordination of dimethyl
hydroxylamine to the V5dipic interfered with the ability of the V5dipic complex to
significantly lower BG when administered to diabetic rats. Previously it was shown that
treatment with V5dipicOH was effective in lowering BG for the first two weeks of the
experiment. However, BG values returned to those of the untreated diabetic control by the
end of the experiment at 4 weeks. The effective time period for BG normalization in this
animal model is very dependent upon the specific V compound used. In fact, treatment with
BMOV showed that the BG lowering effect has been reported to continue for months after
treatment was terminated [6]. In an attempt to lengthen the time of effectiveness of the dipic
series, V5dipicOH was complexed to a hydroxylamine group, which improved the BG
lowering effect at the end of the experimental time period. Treatment with V5dipicOH(HA)
caused the lowered BG level to be maintained throughout the one month experiment. None
of these modifications produced a complex that was more effective at lowering of BG than
the parent, V5dipic. The effect of treatment with the complex with an addition of an amino
group at the para position was also studied. In Fig. 5 it can be seen that the NH2 substitution
on the dipic ligand resulted in a V5dipicNH2 complex that when administered also
significantly lowered diabetic hyperglycemia to similar levels as VS administration [22].

The effects of treatment with hydroxylamine modified V5dipic and V5dipicOH complexes
on diabetic hyperlipidemia were monitored by measuring serum TG, chol and FFA (Table
1). All of the measured lipids were significantly lowered by administration of all of theses
V5dipic complexes. While V5dipicOH was the most effective complex at lowering the
elevated TG levels associated with diabetes, administration of V5dipicNH2 also
significantly lowered serum chol and serum TG (Table 3) [22]. The V5dipic(MeHA)
lowered serum TGs to normal levels, while the ternary complexes of V5dipic and
V5dipicOH formed by addition of hydroxylamine were more effective at lowering FFAs
than the five-coordinate complexes. The coordination of HA to the metal appears to have
increased the ability of treatment with the V5dipic or V5dipicOH complexes to lower
diabetic hyperlipidemia. Overall, the V5dipicOH(HA) was the best complex with respect to
lowering serum lipids after treatment since it was the only complex that lowered both serum
TG and FFA to normal levels.

The absorption into serum was measured and compared to the dose of V ingested by the
animals treated with hydroxylamine modified Vdipic complexes. These results were
compared to those seen in diabetic animals treated with VS or Vdipic complexes with
differing oxidation states as described in Section 2.1 (Table 2). As discussed before the ratio
of the serum V to the average ingested dose of V is the best measure of absorption into
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serum when the animals are dosed with vanadium complexes in the drinking water. Of the
new complexes studied (V5dipicOH, V5dipicOH(HA) and V5dipic(MeHA), animals treated
with V5dipicOH accumulated the most V in serum of any in this study and significantly
more than both the Normal animals and Diabetic animals treated with VS. However, these
animals also ingested much more V, so the ratio of serum V to dose ingested was not
significantly different from that seen with these two other groups. Animals dosed with
V5dipicOH(HA) accumulated significantly more V into serum than the D animals treated
with VS and the statistical significance of this was also observed when the ratio of serum V
to dose is used as the metric. In the diabetic animals treated with V5dipic(MeHA) the ratio
of serum V to average dose was significantly lower than that seen with normal animals
treated with VS but not significantly higher than the ratio seen with diabetic animals treated
with VS. Limiting the comparisons to the diabetic animals only the V5dipicOH(HA)
significantly increased the absorption of V into serum with a 2.3 fold increase being
observed in the ratio.

3.2 The effects on global gene expression of treatment with V5dipicOH and VS
Treating outbred Wistar rats with STZ-induced diabetes with the simple salt VS results in
approximately 60% of the animals responding with both lowered diabetic hyperglycemia
and hyperlipidemia. VS treated diabetic rats that responded to treatment with both lowered
hyperlipidemia and hyperglycemia were originally selected for gene expression profiling
studies. An Affymetrix rat chip with approximately 8000 probe sets was used to study gene
expression in normal and diabetic animals in the presence and absence of VS treatment [71].
The Affymetrix probe sets used were sets of 16 short oligonucleotides specifically designed
to monitor the expression of a single gene as monitored by various algorithms. An important
conclusion of that earlier study was that in a two way ANOVA analysis (using diabetes and
treatment as variables) of the 5100 probe sets that were expressed in any of our experimental
conditions showed a statistically significant interaction. This result confirms what has been
observed in individual assays that V treatment affects normal and diabetic animals
differently. The response of the diabetic rats to VS when only hyperlipidemia and not
hyperglycemia was controlled was similar to that observed for the diabetic rats treated with
V5dipicOH (Fig. 6 and Table1). In order to see the effect of the dipicOH ligand on global
gene expression we extended our previous gene expression study to include data from these
two new treatment groups which had not previously been published.

In our previous work 66 probe sets altered in diabetes and restored to normal levels in
diabetic animals treated with VS in which both hyperlipidemia and hyperglycemia were
controlled were identified. We now examined the expression of these same probe sets in the
animals treated with VS with elevated BG levels and normalized hyperlipidemia and those
treated with V5dipicOH as illustrated in Fig 8. In this experiment each column represents
data from one rat and there are five rats in each group. The expression data in each row are
normalized to the median value seen in the normal control group. The pattern of gene
expression obtained in Figure 8 for the diabetic rats treated with VS who responded with
lowered BG and lowered lipid levels resembles the expression pattern seen for the normal
rats more than that of the diabetic rats. Interestingly the pattern of gene expression seen in
the normal animals treated with VS shows a resemblance to that seen in diabetic animals,
especially for the down regulated genes. The expression pattern seen with the rats treated
with VS or V5dipicOH in which BG remained high and only the lipids were lowered
resembled the diabetic gene expression pattern for this set of both up regulated and down
regulated genes.

The number of probe sets differentially expressed when comparing the expression in three
treated groups to that observed in the normal and diabetic animals was then examined (Table
4) for all of the 5100 genes showing some expression changes in the overall study. In
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comparisons of gene expression in diabetic animals with gene expression in VS treated
diabetic groups and the V5dipicOH treated diabetic animals, hundreds of differentially
expressed probe sets were identified (First Column, Table 4). Hundreds of differentially
expressed genes were identified when gene expression in both the VS treated diabetics with
high BG and low lipids and the V5dipicOH treated diabetic animals were compared to gene
expression in normal animals (Second Column, Table 4). In contract, when gene expression
in the VS treated diabetics in which BG and serum lipids were lowered was compared to
normal gene expression, only 33 differentially expressed probe sets were identified.
Identification of 33 genes in this type of experiment is similar to a baseline measurement.
These results imply that the changes in gene expression seen when diabetic hyperlipidemia
and hyperglycemia are alleviated by V treatment returns gene expression to normal.
However, the changes in gene expression when only diabetic hyperlipidemia is returned to
normal are mediated via changes that do not involve a return to normal gene expression.

Gene expression data from Wistar rast classified as normal, diabetic, diabetic treated with
vanadate, and diabetic treated with insulin have been obtained using the 96 genes on the GE
Array for the insulin pathway [72]. Although the expression of most of the diabetes altered
genes were returned to normal levels with VS and insulin treatment, expression patterns
were not identical. This result is in agreement with data for mice with STZ-induced diabetes
treated with VS or insulin using the Affymetrix array [73]. In addition, the identified probe
sets with altered gene expression found in this mouse experiment using the Affymetrix
chip[73] with VS treatment were very similar to those reported described above for the rat
Affymetrix experiment using VS treatment[71].

4.0 Interpretations of the observed effects of the Vdipic complexes used as
treatment in STZ-induced diabetic rats
4.1 Summary of the insulin-enhancing effects seen in administration of Vdipic complexes
to diabetic rats and toxicity implications

Substitution to the 4-position of the dipic ligand in the Vdipic complexes screened had a
limited effect on insulin-enhancement. When the OH or NH2 functionalities perturbed the
aromatic ring of the V5dipic complex, chronic administration did not significantly improve
insulin-enhancement, as a matter of fact the BG lowering effect on diabetic hyperglycemia
was reduced when V5dipicOH was used. [18, 22]. Administration of the ternary complex
formed upon hydroxylamine coordination to the V improved the normalization effect on
hyperlipidemia when compared to both V5dipic and V5dipicOH (Fig 6. and Table 1).
Complexation of the HA moiety to V5dipicOH extended the BG lowering effects on
diabetic hyperglycemia to the end of the treatment period.

Differing results were also seen in the oxidation state series for both Vdipic [19] and
VdipicCl [21]. Although there are significantly different changes after treatment of diabetic
rats with Vdipic or VdipicCl complexes in oxidation states III, IV, or V; there is no
statistically significant linear relationship of oxidation state and diabetic hyperglycemic
(Figs 3 and 5) or hyperlipidemic (Tables 1 and 3) effects. In the VdipicCl oxidation state
series, treatment with V5dipicCl showed greater effectiveness than administration of
V3dipicCl or V4dipicCl at normalizing diabetic hyperglycemia in the earlier timepoints,
while all were equally effective after 12 days. A linear trend with oxidation state in the
effectiveness at lowering diabetic hyperlipidemia was observed with the VdipicCl
complexes. Treatment with V5dipicCl also was the most effective at normalizing elevated
Chol and TG levels in the diabetic animals.

In the chronic administration model [47] the Vdipic oxidation state series showed a trend in
effectiveness (V5>V4>V3) for the treatment of diabetic hyperglycemia (Fig. 3). However,
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in the acute model [32]V3dipic and V5dipic effectively lowered BG while V4dipic did not
(Fig. 4) Since the administration routes of the complexes were different it is possible that the
modification of efficacy is due to increased interactions with metabolites when the complex
passes through the gastrointestinal tract. Interactions with other ligands, and possibly also
with membranes within the animal, during the treatment process could also contribute to the
results observed.

Of all the Vdipic complexes studied, treatment with V5dipic, V5dipicCl, V5dipicOH(HA)
and V5dipicNH2 appeared to alleviate most of the diabetic symptoms in our studies. V5dipic
appears to normalize diabetic hyperglycemia to the greatest extent of the complexes
examined. The hydroxylamine V complexes appeared to be most effective at normalizing
diabetic hyperlipidemia. Currently we have only performed a two-week experiment with the
V5dipicNH2 and no data on absorption into serum is available for this complex. The
V5dipicOH(HA) was the only Vdipic complex that accumulated more V into serum
compared to VS after doses were normalized (Table 2). One could speculate that addition of
HA to V5dipicNH2 would further improve alleviation of diabetic symptoms.

It is encouraging to see a correlation between V in blood and dose for the complexes VS,
V5dipic and V5dipcOH(HA) in chronic studies. However, corresponding studies are lacking
for the other V complexes explored here. An inverse Spearman correlation of -0.488
(p<0.05, n=19) was seen for BG and serum V when Vdipic in all oxidation states was
administered using the data presented here in Fig 3 and Table 2. An inverse Spearmen
correlation of -0.503 (p<0.05 n=22) for serum V and cholesterol in animals treated with the
V5dipic complexes described in Tables 1 and 2. Additional correlations are expected for V
and metabolite markers in serum however such analyses would require additional animal
samples. Treatment with V5dipic complex resulted in a correlation between V levels in
blood, and BG levels in plasma using the acute administration protocol [32]. These results
are consistent with the concept that the blood/serum compartment or another biological
compartment in equilibrium with these is important in the anti-diabetic properties of the
Vdipic complexes in this animal model.

The toxic effects of administration of the Vdipic complexes and their derivatives varied
from minimal to significant morbidity and mortality(section 1.3). Short term human clinical
trials with vanadium salts have been completed with minimal toxicity observed. Phase 1 and
phase 2 clinical trials with BEOV, the first V coordination complex to be used in human
studies, have concluded; and kidney toxicity has been reported in the phase 2 trial [74].
Therefore a brief discussion of how the results reported here relate to other rodent and
human studies with V is warranted.

Worker exposure to excess vanadium has largely resulted from inhalation of vanadium
pentoxide in workplace dust[75]. Respiratory effects predominate, but many organ systems
can demonstrate adverse effects[76]. Non-occupational vanadium exposure is predominantly
from the food supply and typical daily doses consumed by humans have been estimated at
0.01 to 0.03 mg V per day. Normal serum levels range from 0.02 to 0.9 ng V/ml[77].
Chronic one year oral exposure studies in rats indicate that doses as high as 19 mg V /kg /
day as vanadyl sulfate in the drinking water caused no hematological or pathological effects,
and a dose of 28 mg V/kg/day led to a small decrease in body weight gain [78-81].
Similarly, lifetime studies in rats and mice showed no adverse effects at doses of up to 4.1
mg V/kg/day[82, 83].

One reason for the ability of animals to tolerate chronic exposures to high dose rates of
vanadium is the poor absorption of vanadium salts in the GI tract. Less than one percent of
the ingested vanadium is typically absorbed by this route of exposure. Although there may
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be higher absorption rates for various complexes of vanadium as indicated by the serum to
dose rate ratios in Table 2, the magnitude of the differences in absorption are within a factor
of 2 to 3 when compared to VS. Dissociation of vanadium from the complex is likely
necessary for both its toxicological and insulin-like effects. In addition, there may be
compound specific differential distributions of vanadium to tissues, which may depend on
the physico-chemical properties of each compound, and on the rate of release of V from
each compound in body fluids and tissues. Additional studies are necessary to assess tissue
specific pharmacokinetic parameters for individual vanadium complexes, and their role in
producing adverse effects.

4.2 Chemical stability and electrochemistry/catalytic studies of the V5dipic complexes with
anti-diabetic effects

The chemistry and properties of a range of dipic-complexes have been studied in detail by
our group [16-18, 20-23, 32, 53, 55, 58-60, 65, 70, 84-90]. Small changes in the properties
of Vdipic complexes manifest themselves as changes in stability, redox properties and
solubility. Our objective here was to associate these differences, with the observed effects of
modified Vdipic complexes on insulin-enhancement. Formation of the V5dipic complexes
can be determined using NMR spectroscopy, however, formation of V4 and V3dipic
complexes must involve alternative methods, such as EPR and UV-vis spectroscopy.
Although many excellent studies have been carried out on a range of V complexes other
ligands,[16,25,26, 68,69] less has been done with V4 and V3dipic complexes [17,19, 54-56].
For V5dipic and the substituted complexes, the stability maximum is around pH 3.4.
Because the pKa for H2dipic is 4.49[16, 52, 53] this observation is not due to the chemistry
of the ligand, but due to the chemistry of V(5) in the aqueous solution. Below pH 3.4,
complex formation is less pronounced because monomeric vanadate concentration is low.
Above pH 3.4, less V5dipic complex is observed because of a combination of V(5)
chemistry and dipic deprotonating, forming the dianion ligand species. Pertubation of the
dipic ring with both electron donating and withdrawing substituents lowers complex
stability. These changes trace with the trend of lowered effectiveness as insulin-enhancing
agents. It is interesting that in the Vdipic complexes, as in the case of the BMOV-BEOV
series, the parent and unsubstituted system is the most effective [7].

The stability of dipicolinate complexes are pH dependent as is illustrated in Fig. 9 for the
[VO(dipic)(Me2HNO)(H2O)]. A large and a small signal is shown from pH 2.2 to 5.2 reflect
the two different isomers of this asymmetric hydroxylamine. Above pH 6.1 the complex is
beginning to hydrolyze to form vanadates and the oxovanadium hydroxylamine complex.
The effect of substituent perturbation is shown in Fig. 10 where the amount of intact
V5dipicX is plotted as a function of pH [20, 23, 53, 55, 58]. As shown in Fig. 10 V5dipic,
V5dipicOH, V5dipicNH2, V5dipicCl, and V5dipicNO2 have stability maxima near pH 3.4.
The V5dipic complex is the most stable over the tested pH range. Of particular interest to
biology, V5dipic is also the most stable complex at physiological pH ranges. Interestingly,
when X = OH, NH2, NO2 or Cl, the resulting V complexes are less stable than V5dipic [20,
23, 55, 58]. The higher relative stability of V5dipic presumably arises due to counteracting
electronic effects created by the substituents reducing the chelating abilities of the modified
ligands. Binding affinity reduction would result in the stability of monomeric vanadate
becoming more favorable over complex formation. Since the parent version of the ligand
creates the Vdipic complex possessing the greatest insulin-enhancement effect in animals,
these properties correlate well with the chelating effect of the dipic ligand.

Coordination of the hydroxylamine (HA) ligand to the V atom forms a ternary complex
which significantly changes the properties of the V complexes [20, 60, 91, 92]. Although
this ligand can rapidly dissociate in hydrophobic environments, the presence of HA
significantly stabilizes the complex. Reductions have been reported during Vdipic chelation
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to HA [20, 23]. Subtle variations in the HA structure have a profound effect on the
electronic properties exhibited by V and is readily observed by 51V NMR chemical shifts.
For the V5dipicOH complex a chemical shift of -534 ppm is observed, while -605 ppm is
found for V5dipicOH(MeHA) and -671 ppm for V5dipicNO2(HA) [20]. For V5dipicCl(HA)
a chemical shift of -679 ppm was observed, while -630 ppm is found for V5dipicCl(MeHA),
-604 ppm for V5dipicCl(Me2HA) and -594 ppm for V5dipicCl(Et2HA), all of which are
significantly further upfield compared to the parent complex V5dipicCl at -533 ppm [23].
The electronic changes in these systems have been characterized in detail [60].

Hydrolysis of these HA ternary complexes is more involved than the simple V5dipic system.
Not only do the oxovanadates form, but the parent complexes (V5dipic and V5dipicCl) [23,
53] as well as the Vdipic(HA) complexes form [91, 93, 94]. Indeed, the Vdipic(HA)
complexes have been characterized in detail, showing an optimum pH near neutral pH with
the existence of several species. These species include the oxovanadates, simple Vdipic(HA)
complexes, as well as the ternary complexes [91, 93, 94]. Interestingly, the ternary HA
ligands extend the stability of the ternary complexes by one to two pH units to the neutral
pH range. As the Vdipic(HA) complex approaches neutral pH it begins to hydrolyze.
However, the hydrolysis point is several pH units higher than the hydrolysis point of the
parent complex, which occurs around pH 5 [23]. Combined, these studies show that the
stabilization provided by the additional ligand on the V results in complexes that exist into
the neutral pH range. These results suggest a mechanism for how the parent complexes are
able to exert activities in biological systems. Interestingly, fine-tuning the properties of
V5dipic could be important to rationalize the insulin-enhancing effects of these compounds
[95].

V compounds undergo redox chemistry under physiological conditions [26, 96]. Generally
the redox cycling of V compounds under physiological conditions involves the transfer of
one-electron. Recently evidence of two-electron transfer reactions with Vdipic complexes
have been reported [97, 98]. Redox cycling, involving a range of metabolites, forms reactive
oxygen species (ROS) [99]. ROS are no longer considered toxic in all environments, and
low concentrations have some beneficial effects [100]. In fact, insulin-induced ROS are
believed to be involved in the insulin-signaling pathway [95]. Cell signaling processes
involve receptor ligand interactions which are based on electrostatic potentials associated
with the ions and dipoles in the receptor ligand complex[66]. These types of interactions
take place with all types of ions including the many cations and phosphates in biological
systems and shift the energetics associated with electron transfer processes[101]. Redox
properties of V complexes can be tuned from favoring one-electron transfer reactions to
two-electron transfer reactions, potentially decreasing the toxicity of these complexes[66].

Electronic properties of V complexes are altered upon substitution with electron
withdrawing and donating groups [60]. It is well known that metal chelation will alter redox
potential and was recently demonstrated for vanadate under physiological conditions [96].
Formation of ternary complexes under cellular conditions is likely, considering the increased
stability of such complexes. Ternary Vdipic complexes are reported to form with peroxide, a
series of hydroxylamines, pyridine, pinacol, and alcohols. These occur in hydrophobic
environments and thus support the suggestion of membrane interaction being involved in the
biological actions of V[66]. V5dipic readily penetrates lipid interfaces [65] residing in
hydrophobic environments under near physiological conditions. Therefore, the potential
exists that alteration of the insulin-enhancing and/or toxic actions of V complexes may be
triggered by the movement of V complexes into membrane environments.[66].
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5.0 Conclusions
Structure-activity relationship studies were carried out using a range of Vdipic complexes. It
was demonstrated that changes in coordination geometry caused the greatest improvement in
the insulin-enhancing properties of these complexes. Changes in V oxidation state also
impact the insulin-enhancing properties, however these effects were less pronounced. We
conclude that with regard to improving the insulin-enhancing properties, dipic ligand
substitution is less important when compared to the V oxidation state and ternary complex
formation. We propose that the compound stability and the ability to interact with cellular
redox reactions are key components for the insulin-enhancing activity exerted by V
compounds. Recently, the possibility that membrane interactions are influenced by the
ligand was suggested, and such membrane effects may affect uptake and action of the V
complexes [66]. Interestingly, the classes of compounds discussed here with the greatest
insulin-enhancing effects are found for compounds that are most compatible with the lipid
environment.
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Abbreviations

ANOVA Analysis of Variance is the standard way to statistically analyze
biological results when 2 or more groups are being compared

AST Aspartate aminotransferase

ALP Alkaline phosphatase

BB Biobreeding

BG Blood glucose

BEOV Bis(ethylmaltolato)oxovanadium(IV)

BMOV Bis(maltolato)oxovanadium(IV)

Chol Cholesterol

Dipic Dipicolinate or 2,6-pyridinedicarboxylate

DipicCl 4-chlorodipicolinate or 4-chloro-2,6-pyridinedicarboxylate

DipicOH 4-hydroxydipicolinate or 4-hydroxy-2,6-pyridinedicarboxylate

FFA Free fatty acids

HA Hydroxylamine

MeHA Methylhydroxylamine

N Normal

ROS Reactive oxygen species

RNS Reactive nitrogen species
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STZ Streptozotocin

TG Triglyceride

V vanadium

VS vanadyl sulfate

Vdipic refers to all the vanadium-containing dipicolinate complexes of
oxidation states III, IV and V

VdipicCl refers to all the vanadium-containing chlorodipicolinate complexes of
oxidation states III, IV and V

V3dipic Bis(dipicolinato)oxovanadium(III)

V4dipic Dipicolinatooxovanadium(IV)

V5dipic Dipicolinatooxovanadium(V)

V3dipicCl Bis(4-chlorodipicolinato)oxovanadium(III)

V4dipicCl 4-chlorodipicolinatooxovanadium(IV)

V5dipicCl 4-chlorodipicolinatooxovanadium(V)

V5dipic(MeHA) Dipicolinatooxovanadium(V)methylhydroxylamine

V5dipicNH2 4-aminodipicolinatooxovanadium(V)

V5dipicOH 4-hydroxydipicolinatooxovanadium(V)

V5dipicOH(HA) 4-hydroxydipicolinatooxovanadium(V) hydroxylamine
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Fig 1.
Structures of compounds used.
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Fig 2.
Effect of oral chronic administration of V5dipic and dipic ligands on BG in rats with STZ-
induced diabetes. Normal untreated (N, ●); Diabetic untreated (D, ■); N treated with
VS(○), D treated with VS (□); D treated with dipic(△), D treated with dipicOH(◊), D
treated with V5dipic(▲) Data redrawn from [18, 19, 32]. Data analyzed by one way
ANOVA with multiple means testing. *** represents p < .001 vs diabetic rats.
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Fig 3.
Effect of oral chronic administration of V3dipic, V4dipic, or V5dipic on BG in rats with
STZ-induced diabetes. Normal untreated (N, ●); Diabetic untreated (D, ■); D treated with
V3dipic (◊); D treated with V4dipic(*); D treated with V5dipic(▲). The data for 14 days of
treatment were previously published [19] and have been extended to 28 days. Data analyzed
by one way ANOVA with multiple means testing *** represents p < .001 vs diabetic rats.
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Fig 4.
Effect of acute interperitoneal administration of V3dipic, V4dipic, or V5dipic on plasma
glucose in rats with STZ-induced diabetes. A) Plasma glucose levels. Diabetic rats treated
with saline (■), BMOV (□), V3dipic (◊), V4dipic (△), V5dipic (▲). B) Blood Total V
levels as determined by atomic absorption spectrometry. BMOV (□), V3dipic (◊), V4dipic
(△), V5dipic (▲). Data redrawn from previous publication [32]. Data analyzed by one way
ANOVA with multiple means testing. ** represents p < .01 vs diabetic rats.
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Fig 5.
Effect of oral chronic administration of V3dipicCl, V4dipicCl, V5dipicCl, V5dipicNH2,
BMOV, VS, and Vanadate on BG levels in normal rats and rats with STZ-induced diabetes.
Data analyzed by one way ANOVA with multiple means testing. Symbols for treatment
group indicated in Figure. Data redrawn from previous publications [21, 22]
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Fig 6.
Effect of oral chronic administration of hydroxylamine coordinated to V5dipic and
V5dipicOH on BG levels in rats with STZ-induced diabetes. Data obtained as described in
previous publications [18, 19, 32]. N (●), D (■), V5dipic (▲), V5dipic(MeHA) (|),
V5dipicOH (◆), V5dipicOH(HA)(X). Data analyzed by one way ANOVA with multiple
means testing. *** represents p < 0.001 vs diabetic rats.
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Fig 7.
Effect of oral chronic administration of VS on rats with STZ-induced diabetes. Parts of this
figure has been previously published [71]. N (●), D (■), D-VS(R) responding with lowered
BG and lowered Lipids (▲), D-VS not responding (NR) with lowered BG and but showing
lowered Lipids (△), D-VS all responses of animals treated with VS (□).Data analyzed by
one way ANOVA with multiple means testing. *** represents p < 0 .001 vs diabetic rats.
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Fig 8.
Heatmap for the 62 probe sets selected as being both altered by diabetes and corrected by
oral administration of VS. The expression of each individual gene is compared with that of
the median of the N group, represented by black in the group of arrays for the N rats. The
intensity of the color indicates the variability of the expression of that probe set in the group.
Data from N and D untreated and treated with VS (where the treated rats showed lowered
diabetic hyperlipidemia and hyperglycemia (D-VS BG low L low) have previously been
published [71]. New data for D animals treated with VS in which only lipids were lowered
(D-VS BG high, L low) and D animals treated with the liganded V5dipicOH (D-Lig BG
high, L low).
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Fig 9.
The 51V NMR spectra of [VO(dipic)(MeHNO)(H2O) recorded as the pH was varied from
2-8 (A-G). Each spectrum was recorded from a separate sample with an initial concentration
of 2 mm complex. Monomeric vanadate and the predominant hydroxylamido:V species are
labeled as V1 and *, respectively. Figure reproduced from Smee et al [20] with permission.
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Fig 10.
Percentage of intact V5dipicX as a function of pH. 51V-NMR data obtained from previously
published work by Smee et al. [20, 23]. X= H (○); OH (◆); NH2 (□); NO2 (●); Cl (*)
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Table 1
Effect of treatment with VS and V dipicolinic acid Complexes on serum lipids in rats with
STZ-induced diabetesb

Treatment n TG (mg/dl) Chol(mg/dl) FFA (mg/dl)

Normal (N) a 18 134 ± 15.3 *** 78 ± 3.8 *** 78 ± 3.8 ***

N-VSa 15 111 ± 11.8 *** 80 ± 4.2 *** 80 ± 4.2 ***

Diabetic (D) a 32 1427 ± 124.2 ### 219 ± 15.0 ### 219 ± 15.0 ###

D-Oral VS Ra 5 173 ± 12.9 *** 79 ± 6.0 *** 79 ± 6.0 ***

D-Oral VS NR 7 239 ± 51 (3)**,# 91 ± 5.7 (3) * 91 ± 5.7 (3) *

D-VS 27 245 ± 33 *** 104 ± 8 *** 104 ± 8 ***

D-V3Dipica 8 154 ± 22 *** 114 ± 5 *** 114 ± 5 ***

D-V4Dipica 5 121 ± 12.7 *** 101 ± 5.8 *** 101 ± 5.8 ***

D-V5Dipica 5 161 ± 20.5 *** 92.5 ± 5.77 *** 92.5 ± 5.77 ***

D-V5Dipic-OHa 12 76.7 ± 20.5 *** 97.5 ± 4.31 *** 97.5 ± 4.31 ***

D-V5Dipic-OH(HA) 5 141 ± 20 *** 106 ± 4.3 *** 106 ± 4.3 ***

D-V5Dipic(MeHA) 5 1755 ± 483 ### 195 ± 21.3 ### 195 ± 21.3 ###

a
Data previously published [19,58.71].

b
Symbols used:

*
significance compared to D,

#
significance compared to N one symbol p< 0.05, two symbols p< 0.01, three symbols P< 0,001
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Table 3
Effects of treatment with V3dipicCl, V4dipicCl, V5dipicCl, dipicCl ligand and
V5dipicNH2 on serum biochemical parameters in rats with STZ-induced diabetesa

Group Chol (mg/dl) TG (mg/dl) AST (U/I) ALP (U/I)

Normal Control 1.44 + 0.29* 0.67 + 0.21 216 + 33 63 + 7 *** ##

Diabetic 2.04 + 0.42 0.94 + 0.09 257 + 133## 747 + 326 ###

DipicCl 1.54 + 0.12 0.90 + 0.19 147 + 14** 356 + 146***

V3dipicCl 1.38 + 0.36 0.75 + 0.32 200 + 46 358 + 130**

V4dipicCl 1.25 + 0.38* 0.54 + 0.30 * # 146 + 17** 270 + 84 ***

V5dipicCl 0.96 + 0.36* 0.36 + 0.3 * # 170 + 44* 212 + 53 ***

V5dipicNH2 b 1.10 + 0.22* 0.47 + 0.28 166 + 27 223 + 113

Values are expressed as the mean + SD. N= 5-6,

*
p< 0.05,

**
p< 0.01 and

**
p< 0.001 vs Diabetic.

##
vs Dipic Cl group

a
Parameters measured were total serum cholesterol (Chol), Triglycerides (TG), Aspartate Aminotransferase (AST), and alkaline phosphatase

(ASP).

b
Data published separately [21] was not part of the statistical analysis of the rest of the data [22].
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Table 4
Comparisons of Gene Expression Diabetic Rats Treated with VS and V5dipicOHa

Group Number of Probe Sets Expressed compared to
Untreated Diabetic b

Number of Probe Sets Expressed compared to
Untreated Normal b

VS - BG low, Lipid Low b 523 33

VS - BG high, Lipid Low 476 516

V5dipic – BG high, lipid Low 274 460

a
Experimental methods for animal treatment, RNA extraction, and analysis with Affymetrix Rat Chip U34 described in Willsky et al (2006)

Physiological Genomics [71]. Probe sets identified by standard t test comparisons with False Discovery Rate of 0.05 using affymetrix expression
data.

b
Data for this group previously published [71].
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